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The goal of this experiment
was to evaluate the role of cellular
interactions postulated by the Hebbian, or covariance, hypothesis in the induction of receptive-field
(RF) plasticity in the adult
auditory cortex (ACx). This was accomplished
by determining
whether a “covariance treatment”
(see below) was sufficient to
induce RF plasticity without behavioral experiences
that normally induce such plasticity. During the covariance treatment
(conducted
in urethane-anesthetized
adult guinea pigs), one
tone was paired with excitatory juxtacellular
current, applied to
a single postsynaptic
cell in the primary ACx. Excitatory current
increased postsynaptic
discharge, thereby increasing
covariante between activity of the postsynaptic
cell and its afferents
that were activated by the tone. In alternation, within the same
cell a second, different tone was paired with inhibitory juxtacellular current, decreasing covariance between the postsynaptic
cell and afferents activated by the second tone. After treatment,

responses
to tones associated
with increased
covariance
strengthened
significantly relative to tones associated with decreased covariance? as predicted by the Hebbian hypothesis.
This occurred in 7 of 22 (32%) cells undergoing
120 pairing
trials, but in only 4 of 38 (11%) cells undergoing
60 trials. Fewer
than 5% of cells showed significant
effects opposite those
predicted
by the hypothesis.
Significant plasticity lasted ~15
min. Probability of plasticity was significantly higher when the
cortical electroencephalogram
was nonsynchronized
during
treatment (5/9 cells) than when synchronized
(2/l 3 cells). These
findings support the role of presynaptic-postsynaptic
covariante processes in the induction of adult neocor-tical RF plasticity and suggest that factors associated
with cortical state
“gate” such plasticity.
Key words: neocortex;
cortical plasticity; adult plasticity;

A major challenge facing neuroscience
is understanding
how
experience alters the functional circuitry of the mammalian neocortex and, consequently, modifies its processing of information.
Contrary to traditional belief, it is becoming established now that
controlled sensory experience, such as partial sensory deafferentation or learning, can change information processing in the adult
neocortex. In the primary sensory neocortex, these changes have
been measured as specific alterations in receptive fields (RFs) of
individual neurons and distributions of RFs across cortical maps
(for review, see Kaas, 1991; Gilbert, 1993; Merzenich and Jenkins,
1993; Weinberger,
1995). For example, learning produces modifications of RFs in the adult auditory cortex (ACx), characterized
by increased cellular responses to tone frequencies that signal
behaviorally
important
events (food or shock) and decreased
responses to other frequencies (for review, see Weinberger, 1993).
The purpose of this experiment was to investigate the induction
of RF plasticity in the adult ACx, focusing on a modified form of
the Hebbian hypothesis (Hebb, 1949), sometimes called the covariance hypothesis (for review, see Sejnowski and Tesauro, 1989;
Fregnac and Shulz, 1994). This hypothesis relates induction of
plasticity to the covariance between activity of a postsynaptic cell
and its presynaptic afferents. Specifically, it predicts the following:

(1) repeated pairing of afferent activity with increased postsynaptic activity (increased covariance) will strengthen the functional
synaptic strength between the active afferents and the postsynaptic cell; and (2) repeated pairing of afferent activity with decreased
postsynaptic activity (decreased covariance) will weaken the functional synaptic strength between the active afferents and the
postsynaptic cell.
The Hebbian hypothesis has received much attention regarding
neocortical
RF plasticity because of its adaptability for neural
models (Bienenstock
et al., 1982; Clothiaux et al., 1991; Ahissar
and Ahissar, 1994), the fact that some forms of plasticity in other
systems follow Hebbian rules of induction (Kelso et al., 1986;
Malinow et al., 1986; Sastry et al., 1986; Wigstrom et al., 1986;
Dan and Poo, 1992; Lin and Glanzman,
1994), and indirect
evidence from results of neocortical plasticity experiments (Rauschecker and Singer, 1981; Weinberger et al., 1990; Merzenich and
Sameshima, 1993; Diamond et al., 1994).
Despite indirect support, there have been few direct tests of the
involvement of Hebbian processes in experience-induced
neocortical plasticity. A powerful way to demonstrate such involvement
is to show that increases or decreases in presynaptic-postsynaptic
covariance alone (as stated above) are sufficient to induce plasticity in the absence of normal behavioral experience. This strategy, pioneered by Carew et al. (1984) inApZysia, recently has been
applied by Fregnac et al. (1992) and Shulz and Fregnac (1992) to
support the Hebbian hypothesis in orientation
and ocular dominance plasticity in the visual cortex-plasticity
that normally occurs after selective sensory experience during development (Wiese1 and Hubel, 1963; Blakemore and Cooper, 1970; Hirsch and
Spinelli, 1970).
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Figure 1. Experimental
design. The temporal
position
of each experimental
period for experiment
1 is shown; treatment
is depicted at
the bottom. Onsets and offsets of paired current and tones are simultaneous
(100 msec
each). Asterisk indicates temporal
position
of
second treatment
block in experiment
2; it was
identical
to the first (60 pairings,
10 min duration) and was delivered
after the immediate
post (Immed
Post). Subsequently,
additional
post measurements
(IS min Post, 30 min Post)
were obtained.

Using

a similar

strategy,

we asked

whether

Cruikshank

0 min

a treatment

20 min

consist-

ing of a period
of altered
presynaptic-postsynaptic
covariance
is
sufficient
for inducing
RF plasticity
in adult
auditory
cortical
neurons
in a manner
predicted
by the Hebbian
hypothesis
and
consistent
with
findings
from
adult
learning.
We also asked
whether
other factors,
such as cortical
state, influenced
the extent
to which
covariance
treatments
were
effective
at inducing
plasticity.

MATERIALS

AND

METHODS

Summary
of the design. For each auditory
cortical
cell recorded
in this
study (referred
to as postsynaptic
cells), two acoustic stimuli of differing
frequency
were presented
as a method of activating
two different
populations of presynaptic
afferents.
After determination
of baseline postsynaptic responses
to these stimuli,
a covariance
treatment
was imposed.
During
that treatment,
one of the acoustic stimuli was paired repeatedly
with excitatory
postsynaptic
current (see below for juxtacellular
recording
and stimulation)
to increase the covariance
between
the activated
afferents and the postsynaptic
cell. The second acoustic presynaptic
stimulus
was paired with inhibitory
postsynaptic
current to decrease presynapticpostsynaptic
covariance.
After pairing,
the subsequent
effects on functional synaptic strength
were examined
and compared
with the predictions of the Hebbian
hypothesis.
Subjects and surgicalpreparation.
Adult male Hartley
guinea pigs (n =
24, 350-550
gm) were anesthetized
with urethane
(ethyl carbamate,
1.45
gmikg,
i.p.) and supplemented
as needed
(0.3 gmikg)
to maintain
areflexia
to hind limb stimulation.
Electroencephalogram
(EEG),
heart
rate, respiration,
and core body temperature
were monitored
continuously. The EEG was recorded
from stainless steel screws or small silver
balls on the surface of the contralateral
cortex, -1 mm posterior
to the
bregma and 1 mm lateral from the midline (single-ended,
bandpass l-100
Hz, 1000X amplification).
A heating pad was used to maintain
the body
temperature
at 37°C. After the initial incision and resection of the scalp
and periosteum,
stainless steel screws.were
threaded
into the calvaria to
anchor an acrylic pedestal containing
threaded
metal tubes. These were
bolted to a frame attached to the stereotaxic
apparatus
to secure the skull
without
ear bars. An opening was made in the skull over the temporal
cortex, and the ACx was located by position,
vascular landmarks,
and
click-evoked
field potentials.
Small holes were cut in the dura mater to
allow insertion
of a recording-stimulating
microelectrode
into the ACx.
Juxtacellular
recording
and stimulation.
The microelectrode
(glass micropipette,
150 ITIM KCI, tip diameter
0.5-1.5 km, resistance 3-25 Ma)
was advanced
perpendicular
to the cortical
surface by a stepping
microdrive. At a depth of 400 pm, the penetration
was halted temporarily
and
the cortex was covered
with warmed
agar (4% in saline) to prevent
pulsation.
In most cases, cisternal puncture
and tracheal cannulation
also
were used to minimize
cortical movement.
After allowing the electrode
to
settle for 10 min, the penetration
was resumed
(51 km/set)
and the
search for a single cortical
neuron
commenced.
During
this search,
acoustic stimuli were presented
while physiological
activity (DC -6 kHz,
0.3-6 kHz activity,
100X amplification)
and electrode
resistance
were
monitored.
Electrode
resistance generally
increased just before, or coincident with, the physiological
detection
of a neuron,
indicating
that the
electrode
was approaching
the neuron (see Results).
After detection,
the electrode
was carefully
advanced
further
until a
juxtacellular
configuration
could be achieved,
in which the tip of the
microelectrode
was situated close enough to the recorded
soma that its
action potentials
were recorded
as positive
polarity
waveforms
with
amplitudes
of 3 mV or larger. In this configuration,
the microelectrode
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also could be used to control the activity of the recorded
postsynaptic
neuron
with low levels of current
(515
nA, 100 msec) as described
previously
(Bienenstock
et al., 1983; Fregnac
et al., 1988; Andrew
and
Fagan, 1990). Positive current at the tip could excite the neuron locally
into firing action potentials,
and negative current at the tip could inhibit
it from firing (see Results).
A bridge
circuit
allowed
uninterrupted
recording
during current pulses.
Procedure.
The protocol
after juxtacellular
isolation
is summarized
in
Figure
1. First, the RF (or Rec. Field) of the isolated auditory
cortical
neuron was characterized.
Tones were delivered
to the ear contralateral
to the recording
locus via a calibrated
acoustic delivery system (100 msec
pure tones, 0.1-30 kHz, O-90 dB, rise-fall
time 5 msec, 1 tone/set)
using
a small speaker fixed in place at the opening
of the external
auditory
meatus (near field) (Suga and Manabe,
1982). Threshold
tuning curve,
best frequency
(BF), evoked spike rates for the different
tone frequencies
within the RF, and bandwidth
were determined
for all cells in the study.
Bandwidth
was obtained
at the intensity
to be used for subsequent
treatment
(see below) and was calculated
as the distance between the low
and high frequencies
eliciting responses that were 50% of the maximum
response for that intensity.
Two acoustic stimuli (the CS+ and CS-) were
chosen from this RF characterization
for use in the subsequent
experimental periods. They were different
frequencies
(one lower than and the
other higher than the BF) delivered
at the same intensity
(-20 dB above
the BF threshold;
see also Results),
and both elicited
excitatory
responses. Next, the response to positive juxtacellular
current was characterized according
to threshold,
spike rate, and latency. A positive current
value -25%
above the threshold
for eliciting
spikes was chosen for
subsequent
pairing
(mean threshold,
8.5 nA). Approximately
matching
negative current values also were chosen (see Results).
This was followed
by a 15 min baseline
period,
during
which the
responses of the postsynaptic
cell to 60 alternating
presentations
of the
CS+ and CS tones were recorded
(separated
into three blocks, with 20
of each tone per block). Next, the “covariance”
pairing treatment
was
administered
(Fig. 1, bottom).
The CS+ and CS- tones were delivered
60
times each in alternation
(0.1 Hz). The response of the postsynaptic
cell
was increased for the CS+ by applying simultaneous
positive juxtacellular
current.
The response
was reduced
for the CS by applying
negative
current.
Immediately
after the treatment,
the responses
to the tones
alone were redetermined
[20 trials each without any current (Immed Post
in Fig. l)]. For one set of neurons (experiment
1, n = lo), post measurements were taken at 15 min intervals
for up to 1 hr, with no additional
treatment.
In another
set (experiment
2, n = 28), a second treatment
block (60 trials) was implemented
before additional
post measurements
to test whether
a greater
amount
of exposure
to the pairing treatment
would have a greater effect.
An additional
difference
between
kxperiments
1 and 2 was a slight
variation
in the way that the Baseline and Post periods (but not the Rec.
Field, Current, or Treatment periods) were conducted.
In experiment
1, 11
different
tone frequencies
were presented
during the baseline and post
periods. These included
the CS+ and CS- frequencies
and nine others.
The additional
frequencies
were included
to examine
possible gradients
of effects on the overall tuning of the postsynaptic
cell that would not be
detected
simply by examining
responses to the two paired frequencies.
However,
we did not detect any such gradients
in experiment
1, so in
experiment
2 the protocol
was simplified,
and only the two paired frequencies were presented.
The difference
in number
of frequencies
presented during the baseline
and post periods did not appear to have an
effect, because the results of experiment
1 and the results after the first 60
trials of experiment
2 were almost identical
(see Results).
Data analysis. The spike rate responses evoked by each presentation
of
the CS+ and CS- were collected
during the baseline, treatment,
and post
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periods. These spike rates were averaged over the entire 100 msec of tone
duration (for all cells during all experimental periods) to “capture” the
majority of evoked spikes while avoiding periods of inhibition that often
followed offset of the tone. Using these spike rates, the relative response
to the CS’ versus the CS- was calculated for each trial (a trial is one
sequential presentation of the CS+ and CS) as follows:
Index =
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(spike rate to CS+)
(spike rate to CS+) + (spike rate to CS)

This relative response will be referred to as either the “CS+ versus CS
index” or simply the “index.” The potential values of the index range from
0.0 to 1.0. A value close to 1.0 indicates a strong preference for the CS+,
a value close to 0.0 indicates a strong preference for the CS, and a value
close to 0.5 indicates approximately equal preferences for the CS+
and CS.
ANOVA was used to examine the stability of the index scores across
the three baseline blocks. Only neurons that were stable (indicated by p
> 0.05) were used in subsequent analyses. After determining that the
three baseline blocks were not significantly different from one another,
they were collapsed into a single block for comparison with the treatment
and post periods. Unpaired t tests were used to examine differences
between the baseline period and other periods (significant difference
indicated by p < 0.05).

RESULTS
Choice of CS tones, baseline, and treatment
Choice of the CS+ and CS- tones
On average,the acousticintensity chosenfor the CS+ and CStoneswas-20 dB abovethe thresholdof the cell; meanthreshold
(at the BF) was 45 ? 3 dB, and mean intensity usedfor the CS
toneswas 64 2 2 dB. The mean frequency chosen as the CS+ was
0.5 5 0.1 octavesfrom the BF, and the meanCS- was 0.3 -C0.1
octavesfrom the BF. Becauseof the greater distancefrom the BF,
the average baselineresponseto the CS+ was weaker than the
responseto the CS (11 -C 1 vs 19 -C2 spikesisec,respectively).
Comparisonof the mean responsewith the BF tone (27 ? 4
spikes/set;presentedat the sameintensity asthe CS tones)reveals
that the baseline responsesto both the CS’ and CS were
moderate(41-70% of thoseelicited by the BF stimulus),allowing
for potential increasesand decreasesthat might occur becauseof
the treatment.
Baselineand treatmentperiods
During the baselineperiod, the CS+ versusCS- index valueswere
stable for 38 postsynaptic neurons recorded from 24 animals
(ANOVA; p > 0.05). During the treatment period, the responses
of all 38 postsynapticneuronswere controlled sothat each had a
significantincreasein the CS+ versusCS index 0, < 0.05,t test,
treatment period vs baseline).Group data in Figure 2 showthat
applicationof positive postsynapticcurrent producedmore than a
threefold increasein the meanresponseto the CS+ (Fig. U), and
application of negative current produced an almostfourfold decreaseto the CS- (Fig. 2B). Becauseof thesechanges,the mean
CS+ versus CS- index more than doubled

(Fig. 2C).

Local nature of the juxtacellular current
The strong increasesand decreasesin postsynaptic responses
imposedduring treatment (see above) are assumedto indicate
correspondingincreasesand decreases
in covariance(betweenthe
postsynapticcell and the presynaptic afferents activated by the
CS’ and CS-, respectively). This, of course, requires that the
effects of the treatment current on neural dischargeare highly
local and confined primarily to the postsynapticcell. There are
two major indicationsthat this wasthe casein theseexperiments.
The first indication is simply the low current levels used. The

II

Tone
Alone

Tone &
Pos. Current

C.

Increase

Tone
Alone

Tone 8
Neg. Current

in CS+ vs. CS- Index
During Treatment

Tones
Alone

Tones &
Currents

F@re 2. Control of responses during treatment. The group responses (n
= 38) to tones alone (baseline period, black bars) are compared with the
responses to the same tones in the presence of postsynaptic current
(treatment period, gray bars). Group data are presented for the CS+ (A),
the CS- (B), and the CS+ versus CS- index (C). The two treatment
periods are averaged for the cells from experiment 2. Probabilities shown
are from paired t tests. Note that both the positive and negative currents
controlled responses to the CS+ and CS tones, respectively.

meanpositive current applied was 10.6 + 0.7 nA, and the mean
negative current was -9.7 + 0.6 nA (range 0.5-15.0 nA). These
values are three to five orders of magnitudebelow current levels
typically used with extracellular stimulation (for review, see
Ranck, 1975)(Gerken, 1984;Salzmanet al., 1990;Cruikshanket
al., 1992;Maldonado and Gerstein, 1992; Recanzone et al., 1992;
Kitzes and Doherty,

1994), suggesting

minimal

effective spread.

More specifically,it is estimatedthat current of at least300 nA is
required

to excite neurons

located

50 pm from

a stimulating

electrode (Ranck, 1975).This level is -20 timesgreater than the
maximum

current used in the present studies (15 nA), indicating

that the effective spreadhere is ~50 pm.
The secondindication that the current effects were confined
primarily to the postsynapticcell emergedfrom the measured
relationship between the effectivenessof current and the presumptivedistancebetweenthe cell and the micropipette. A typical
example is given in Figure 3. As the pipette was advanced, spike

amplitudes (Fig. 3A) and electrode resistances(Fig. 3B) increased,while threshold current levels decreasedsystematically
(Fig. 3C). Thus, the nearer the electrode tip to the cell (as
indicated by recorded spikeamplitudesand electroderesistances;
see Fig. 3 legend),

the more effective the current.

Furthermore,

there were some electrode positions (e.g., where the cell was
detected initially; seelegend) for which the cell wasnear enough
to the electrode for large spikesto be recorded (0.5-3.0 mV) but
for which current was ineffective within the 15 nA range used.
Thus, the electrode tip had to be very closeto the cell for current
to be effective-closer than the recording range. This makesit
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n=lO

.1
0i

(FM)

Baseline

Figure 3. Effect of current depends on distance between cell and electrode. The relationships between electrode position and spike amplitude
(A), electrode resistance (B), and threshold current levels necessary for
eliciting spikes (C) are shown. Recorded spike amplitude and electrode
resistance (R,) are presumed to be inversely proportional to the distance
between the cell and electrode tip. Spike amplitude is inversely related to
distance, because the electric field caused by the discharge of a neuron
decreases with distance (Lemon, 1984). R, increases as a micropipette (of
the kind used here, 0.5-1.5 pm) approaches a neuron, presumably because
the tip of the pipette presses against the cell membrane (or associated
tissues), blocking the flow of ionic current through the pipette (Hamill et
al., 1981; Blanton et al., 1989). This cell, like nearly all cells included in this
study, was detected first by the emergence and growth of extracellularly
recorded spikes, as well as by an accompanying increase in R,. As the
electrode was lowered from 1100 to 1115 km from the cortical surface,
spike amplitude increased from noise levels to 3.0 mV, whereas R,
increased from an original value of 3.5 to 13 MR (data not shown). No
amount of current within the 15 nA limit of our system could elicit spikes
from this cell while the electrode was above the first graphed point of 1120
pm. At 1120 pm, the cell could be activated by 9 nA (see asterisk in C);
spike amplitude was 3.5 mV (A), and R, was 15 Mb1 (B). As the electrode
was stepped to 1140 pm, spike amplitude and R, increased further,
indicating that the electrode was encroaching further on the cell. At the
same time, threshold current for spikes decreased (C). The two measures
indicating proximity of the electrode to the cell (spike amplitude and R,)
correlated positively with each other (r > 0.97, p < 0.01) and negatively
with threshold current (7 < -0.94, p < 0.02). As the electrode was
advanced beyond 1140 pm, the neuron became injured and eventually was
killed. No action potential waveforms from other neurons were recorded
within several tens of microns of this cell.

improbable that the currents were effective on cells other than the
recorded cell, because they were outside the recording range. In
the unlikely event that there were such effects, they would not be
as strong as the effect on the recorded cell, because effectiveness
of current diminished with distance (see above) and because the
recorded cell was likely to be the nearest cell to the electrode tip
(its electric field usually was the only field recorded by the electrode and was always the largest). In conclusion, the effects of the
juxtacellular
current appear to be highly localized to the postsynaptic cell. Thus, it can be reasonably assumed (keeping in mind
the caveat that suprathreshold
postsynaptic discharge, even with
intracellular
stimulation, can influence local cortical circuits) that
the strong control over postsynaptic responses imposed during
treatment (Fig. 2) indicates strong control over presynapticpostsynaptic covariance.

Post-treatment

main effects

Experiment 1
Immediately after the covariance treatment in experiment 1 (60
trials, CS’ and CS- paired with positive and negative current,
respectively), only one neuron (l/10, 10%) showed a significant
increase in the CS+ versus CS- index compared with baseline. No

n =lO

lmmed

15
min

\,

B.

30
mm
Y
Post

-

60
mm
I

Strength of imposed change during treatment
correlates with post-treatment effects

-.I5

!
.3

.6
(Treatment

Kt-&%-q

I
.9
- Baseline)

Figure 4. Experiment 1 post-treatment results. A, Mean group CS+
versus CS- index values for the baseline and each post-treatment period.
Note the nonsignificant increase immediately after pairing that decayed to
baseline levels within 30 min. There were no significant differences between the baseline and any of the post periods (p > 0.10, unpaired or
paired t tests). B, For each neuron in experiment 1 (n = lo), the
postpairing change in the CS’ versus CS- index 0, axis; averaged across all
four post-periods: Immed, 15 min, 30 min, 60 min) was plotted versus the
change imposed during the treatment (x axis). Observe the significant
correlation (JJ< 0.04), indicating that the largest post-treatment increases
tended to come from neurons most strongly controlled during the
treatment.
cells showed a significant decrease. Group data revealed a
nonsignificant trend toward an increase in the index, which decayed back to baseline within 30 min (Fig. 4A).
Although
these findings generally were in the direction predicted by the Hebbian hypothesis,(i.e.,
increases in the index),
they were very weak, suggesting that covariance manipulations
might be insufficient to induce significant RF plasticity in this
system (see also Cruikshank and Weinberger,
1993). However,
there was a statistically
significant
correlation
between the
strength of the treatment and the magnitude of the post-treatment
change (Fig. 4B), indicating that the overall postpairing plasticity
might be enhanced if the strength of the covariance treatment
could be increased. Despite this indication, we did not attempt to
increase the mean strength of the treatment per pairing trial for
several reasons. First, the control exerted during the treatment in
experiment 1 already was quite strong, actually increasing the CS+
response above the response to the BF (7 spikesisec for baseline
CS+, 34 spikes/set for treatment CS’, 27 spikes/set for baseline
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index

first treatment

After

second

3128 (10.7%)
1128 (3.6%)

7/22 (31.8%)
o/22 (0.0%)

p = 0.63

p = 0.02

treatment

15 min after

treatment

7120 (35.0%)
1120 (5.0%)
p = 0.07

“,“For each neuron, an unpaired I test was used to compare the index values for the baseline versus each of the post periods (criterion for a significant change wasp i 0.05;
ratios of cells with significant increases and decreases are shown as a function of the total number recorded for each period).
‘Sign tests were used to compare statistically the numbers of cells with significant increases verms decreases for each period. Cells with significant increases were assigned
positive signs, those with significant decreases were assigned negative signs, and nonsignificant cells were given zero values. Resulting probabilities are shown for each period.

BF) and decreasing the response by more than half for the CS(13 spikes/set for baseline, 5 spikesisec for treatment). Second,
pilot experiments revealed that increasing current levels above the
+- 15 nA range used in experiment 1 caused reductions in recording integrity, e.g., blocking of the amplifier and pipette and,
occasionally, injury discharges. Finally, increasing current levels
could cause unwanted decreases in the specificity, possibly attributable to current spread (see above). Therefore, another strategy
was used to increase the overall treatment strength: pairing trials
were added, while keeping the imposed strength per trial approximately constant.
Experiment 2
In experiment 2 (n = 28), a second treatment block (60 additional
pairing trials) was delivered immediately
after the initial post
measurement (see asterisk in Fig. 1). This second treatment then
was followed by additional
post measurements
(immediate,
15
min, and 30 min). For 6 of 28 neurons, the recordings became
unstable during, or immediately after, the second treatment (presumably because of mechanical instability that developed during
the 15 min required for the second treatment and post measurement; Fig. 1). Consequently, no post measurements were completed after the second treatment for these neurons, leaving 22
neurons with two complete sets of treatment and immediate post
data.
The first 60 pairings of experiment 2 produced results similar to
those of experiment
1; 3 of 28 (11%) neurons had significant
increases in the CS+ versus CS- index immediately
after the
treatment, whereas only 1 cell had a significant decrease. However, there were more significdnt effects after the second block of
60 pairings; immediately after the second treatment block, 7 of 22
(32%) neurons exhibited significant increases in the index, with no
decreases (Table 1). Therefore, administering
the additional 60
pairing trials significantly increased the probability of plasticity in
the direction predicted by the Hebbian hypothesis (p < 0.02, sign
test; Table 1).
The significant increases in the CS+ versus CS- index values
were caused by several types of changes. For example, some were
caused by actual increases to the CS+ (without decreases to the
CS-), others were caused by decreases to the CS- (without
increases to the CS+), and still others were caused by combinations of changes in both the CSf and CS responses. Individual
examples of each of these types of results are illustrated in Figures
5, 6, and 7, respectively. These examples also illustrate the range
of patterns of development of the effects. For example, in Figure
7 there was a significant increase in the CS+ versus CS index
immediately
after the first treatment, whereas in Figure 6 no
increase appeared until after the second treatment. The effect on
the cell in Figure 5 is midway between those in Figures 6 and 7; it
had a nonsignificant but detectable increase after the first treat-

ment that became statistically significant only after the second
treatment.
To examine systematically the development and maintenance
of the plasticity, the CS+ versus CS- index values for the seven
significant neurons are plotted for each period in Figure 8. The
clearest pattern of development
was that nearly all of these
neurons (617) had an increase in the index after the second
treatment (compared with the response immediately before that
treatment) regardless of the effect of the first treatment. Stable
recordings were maintained for 7 cells through 15 min and 4 cells
through 30 min. Significant plasticity was maintained for 6 of 7
cells at 15 min and for 2 of 4 cells at 30 min.
Thus far, the findings of experiment 2 have concentrated
on
individual neurons that met a statistical criterion for significant
change. However, we also examined the effects of the covariance
treatment on the group as a whole, including neurons that did not
attain statistical significance. Figure 9A shows that the group
results echo the previous individual neuron data for experiment 2;
there was no significant group change after the first treatment and
a significant increase after the second treatment that was maintained for at least 15 min.
The changes in response to both the CS+ and the CS- are
presented for each neuron in Figure 9B. As in the previous
analysis, there was no systematic change after the first treatment
(13128 favored the CS’; p = 0.85, sign test), but there was a
significant change in favor of the CS+ compared with the CSimmediately after the second treatment (M/22 favoring CS+; p <
0.01) that lasted 15 min (16120 favoring CS+; p < 0.02). Notice
that after the second treatment, 11 of the 15 nonsignificant effects
were in favor of the CS+. Figure 9B also shows that the relative
increases to the CS+ were attributable
primarily to decreases in
response to the CS and not to actual increases to the CS+. For
example, immediately after the second treatment (Fig. 9B, middle), there are more decreases for the CS- (16122 decreases, 6122
increases) but equal numbers of increases and decreases for the
CS+ (1 l/22 decreases, 11/22 increases).
Factors
relating
to plasticity
(experiment
2)
In summary, it was found that there was a population of neurons
(32% of the sample) in the ACx for which a treatment, consisting
of 120 covariance pairings, was sufficient to induce statistically
significant RF plasticity in the direction predicted by the Hebbian
hypothesis. Although this ratio of significant positive effects itself
is statistically significant considering that there were no significant
effects in the nonpredicted
direction (p < 0.02; Table l), it
remains a minority of the sample. The critical question, therefore,
is whether there are other factors that influence the degree to
which the covariance treatment was effective at inducing plasticity.
Next, we report data pertinent to three such factors.
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Figure 5. An increase in the CS+ versus CS- index attributable to a CS+ increase. Peristimulus time histograms (PSTs) and associated raster plots are
presented for the CS+ (top) and the CS- (bottom). Measurement periods are labeled along the bottom. The PSTs are divided into 10 msec bins along
the x axis. Response values are normalized to spikesisec on they axis (calibration in top right). Each dot in a raster represents a spike. Successive trials
for a given period are stacked in rows on one another. The rasters for the treatment periods have more rows, because they represent the responses to
60 trials rather than to 20 trials. Baseline, 1st Pairing Treatment, 1st Post: For this neuron, the CS+ response was consistently weaker than the CS for the
baseline period, resulting in a low mean index value (baseline, 0.17 ? 0.03). There were no differences between the three blocks of index scores in the
baseline 0, > 0.9). During the first treatment, a significant increase in the CS+ response and a significant decrease in the CS response produced a
significant increase in the index (first treatment, 0.76 i 0.04;~ < 0.0001). I mmediately after the first treatment, there was a nonsignificant, but perceptible,
increase in the CS+ response compared with baseline and almost no change in the CS, which resulted in a nonsignificant increase in the index (first post
measurement, 0.28 k 0.05;~ = 0.08). 2nd Pairing Treatment, 2nd Post, 15min: During the second treatment, even greater changes were imposed for both
stimuli (index, 0.95 2 0.01;~ < 0.0001). I mmediately after the second treatment, the CS response was approximately equal to the baseline, but the CS+
response increased significantly @ < 0.001). This resulted in a significant increase in the index (second post measurement, 0.42 + 0.04, p < 0.0001). By
15 min, the CS+ response had begun to decline, but was still significantly larger than baseline (p < 0.03), as was the index (0.33 -t 0.05; p < 0.02).

Cortical state
In urethane-anesthetized
animals, the cortical EEG alternates
between periods of synchrony and desynchrony, even while these
animals are anesthetized
deeply as indicated by areflexia (for
general effects of urethane anestliesia, see Maggi and Meli, 1986).
It is known that shifts in cortical EEG have profound influences
on cortical processing of sensory inputs (Brugge and Merzenich,
1973; Livingstone and Hubel, 1981) (for review, see Steriade and
McCarley, 1990). Moreover,
the neuromodulators
involved in
EEG shifts (Buzsaki et al., 1988; Berridge and Foote, 1991;
Metherate et al., 1992) (for review, see Steriade et al., 1993) also
have been implicated in cortical plasticity (Kasamatsu, 1985; Bear
and Singer, 1986; Greuel et al., 1988; Rasmusson and Dykes,
1988; Metherate
and Weinberger,
1989; Delacour et al., 1990;
Juliano et al., 1991; Webster et al., 1991; Edeline et al., 1994).
Therefore, the question posed here was whether the state of the
cortex during treatment influences how a cell is affected by that
treatment. To examine this possibility, the cortical EEGs during
the treatment periods first were categorized
as (1) desynchronized, (2) synchronized, or (3) transition (i.e., shifting between
desynchronized and synchronized). EEG categorization
was done
blind. Figure 1OA gives representative EEG records. For statistical analysis, the desynchronized
and transition groups were collapsed into one “nonsynchronized”
group, because there were
only two completely desynchronized
cases. The plasticities ob-

served for the two EEG categories then were compared. Figure
1OB shows that the probability of significant plasticity was greater
if the cortical EEG was nonsynchronized
during the pairing treatment than if it was synchronized; 5 of 9 (56%) cells that underwent treatment when the EEG was nonsynchronized
were affected, whereas only 2 of 13 (15%) that underwent
treatment
when the EEG was synchronized were affected significantly (2 =
3.96,~ < 0.05).
From the results presented thus far, the mechanism of the EEG
influence is not clear. For example, one way that factors associated with EEG nonsynchrony might exert their effect on plasticity
is by increasing directly the strength of the covariance changes
during the treatment. However, this possibility was excluded; the
mean changes in the index values imposed during treatment were
nearly identical for the two EEG groups (synchronized,
0.50 i
0.04; nonsynchronized,
0.53 ? 0.04; p > 0.1, t test). Thus, the
factors associated with cortical state must have exerted their
influence on plasticity by some means other than by affecting
directly the strength of covariance change during the treatments
(see Discussion).
Depth from the cortical sur&ace
Another factor that could contribute to whether a cell develops
significant plasticity is Zuminarposition.
Different cortical laminae
contain different cell types with different intrinsic physiological
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Figure 6. An increase in the CS+ versus CS index attributable to a CS decrease. Baseline, 1st Pairing Treatment, 1st Post: The CS+ response was slightly,
but consistently, weaker than the CS for the baseline period (index, 0.41 C 0.03). There were no differences between the three blocks of index scores
in the baseline (p > 0.7). During the first treatment, a significant increase in the CS+ response and a significant decrease in the CS- response produced
a significant increase in the index (first treatment, 0.92 i 0.02; p < 0.0001). Immediately after the first treatment, there was almost no change for either
the CS’ or CS- compared with baseline (first post index, 0.42 i 0.04; p > 0.8). 2nd Pairing Treatment, 2nd Post, 15min: During the second treatment,
even greater changes in response to both CS stimuli were imposed; the response to the CS- was effectively eliminated (second treatment index, 0.99 %
0.01; p < 0.0001). Immediately after the second treatment, the CS+ response was slightly reduced (p > 0.08), but the CS- response was eliminated
completely (CS- for second post measurement, 0.0 + 0.0;~ < 0.0001). This, of course, resulted in a significant increase in the index, which lasted for 15
min (both second and 15 min post measurements, 1.0 -C 0.0; p < 0.0001). By 30 min, the CS response returned so that the index fell to baseline levels
(data not shown; see Fig. SE). (See Fig. 5 for orientation and terminology.)

properties, receive different afferent projections, and have been
shown to have different potential for other forms of synaptic
plasticity (Jones, 1984; Tsumoto, 1990; Wallace et al., 1991; Connors, 1994; Diamond et al., 1994). Laminar position was estimated
by comparing known depths of laminar boundaries with the depth
of each recording from the cortical surface. Figure 11A plots the
distribution of cells with significant and nonsignificant plasticity as
a function of laminar position (for experiment 2). It was found
that the middle cortical depths (layer IV and upper layer V) had
the highest proportion
of cells with significant plasticity (6112)
whereas only one cell sampled from other locations was significant
(l/10). Statistical analysis revealed that it was unlikely that these
differences in plasticity among layers were caused by chance (2 =
4.02,~ < 0.05; Fig. 11B).

Relative separationof the CSt and CSTwo different tone frequencies were presented as the CS’ and
CS in an attempt to activate two different sets of presynaptic
afferents. However, neurons in the auditory thalamus and cortex
(which make up the presynaptic neural pool for the cortical cells
being recorded) usually respond to a relatively wide range of
frequencies at the suprathreshold
intensities used here [thalamus:
Aitkin (1973) Calford and Webster (1981) and Redies and
Brandner (1991); ACx: Phillips and Irvine (1981) Redies et al.,
(1989) and Schreiner and Sutter (1992)]. Therefore, it is likely
that for most of the postsynaptic cells some proportion
of afferems was activated by both the CS+ and the CS-. The measure of

plasticity used here was differential (the index) and only detected
plasticity when changes in response to the CS+ were different,
either in polarity or in magnitude, from changes to the CS.
Alferents that were activated by both the CS+ and CS could not
contribute
to differential plasticity because any change in the
strength of their synapses would affect responses to both tones
similarly. Therefore, one would predict that the greater the proportion of afferents activated by both the CSf and CS, the lower
the potential for differential plasticity.
We tested this prediction by determining
the relationship
between plasticity observed and the relative separation of the CS+
and CS- along the dimension of frequency (defined in Fig. 12).
The more narrowly separated the CS+ and CS, the greater the
proportion
of afferents activated by both frequencies (simply
because the RFs of the afferent cells have finite effective frequency ranges, such that two narrowly separated frequencies
would fit within the RFs of more afferents than would two widely
separated frequencies). Figure 12 shows that there was a significant positive correlation between relative separation and magnitude of plasticity (r = 0.64, p < 0.003) confirming the above
prediction.
DISCUSSION
Understanding
how natural events induce physiological plasticity
of the neocortex has been approached primarily at two levels. The
first level is phenomenological.
Such studies are conducted in vivo
and relate different types of sensory experiences to different types
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Figure 7. An increase in the CS+ versus CS index attributable to a CS+ increase and a CS- decrease. Baseline, 1st Pairing Treatment, 1st Post: Although
the responses to both stimuli were diffuse during the baseline, the CS+ was consistently weaker than the CS- (mean baseline index, 0.36 5 0.03). There
were no significant differences among the three blocks of index scores in the baseline @ > 0.05). As in Figures 5 and 6, during the first treatment a
significant increase in the CS+ and a significant decrease in the CS- were imposed (first treatment index, 0.99 t 0.01;~ < 0.0001). Unlike the previous
neurons, immediately after the first treatment, there were significant changes for both the CS+ and CS- (bothp < O.OOOl),which resulted in a significant
increase in the index (first post measurement, 0.81 t 0.04;~ < O.OOOt). 2nd Pairing Treatment, 2nd Post, ISmin: Additional increases were imposed during
the second treatment (index, 0.99 ? 0.01; p < 0.0001). Immediately after the second treatment, the index increased further (0.82 t 0.04, p < O.OOOl),
and it increased still further by 15 min (0.92 2 0.04, p < 0.0001). By 30 min, it had declined slightly but was still significantly elevated compared with
baseline (0.79 ? 0.15; p < 0.0001; data not shown; see Fig. BB). (See Figure 5 for orientation and terminology.)

of plasticity. The second level is cellular-mechanistic.
They usually
are done in vitro and study intracellular
and subcellular mechanisms of plasticity. The present work lies within an intermediate,
intercellular level, in which cellular interactions
thought to be
involved in plasticity are examined and tested in viva (Stryker and
Strickland, 1984; Fregnac et al., 1988; Ahissar et al., 1992). The
goal of this experiment was to evaluate the role of cellular interactions postulated
in the Hebbian
hypothesis in experienceinduced RF plasticity in the adult ACx, by testing whether a
covariance treatment alone was sufficient for inducing such plasticity. Results indicated that responses of 32% of the recorded
cells were modified significantly by the treatment in the direction
predicted by the Hebbian hypothesis, whereas no cells were modified in the nonpredicted
direction (120 trial treatments, experiment 2). Several factors related to whether a cell was affected
significantly, including state of the cortex during treatment, cortical depth, and relative separation of the two differentially treated
afferent inputs (see below).

Rationale and validity of the present approach
Rationale for the Hebbian hypothesis
The original logic implicating Hebbian interactions in the induction of RF plasticity in the ACx emerged from the properties of
the latter. One such property is activity-dependent
afferent specificity. During conditioning,
in which presentation
of a specific
tone frequency is paired with foot shock, cells in the ACx develop
increased responses to the paired frequency compared with frequencies that were not presented (Bakin and Weinberger,
1990;
Edeline et al., 1990; Recanzone et al., 1993). The specificity of the

increases to the afferent pathways that were active during conditioning strongly suggests that the afferent activity is important for
induction of the plasticity. Second, differences in plasticity produced by different learning protocols suggest that afferent activity
is not the only signal involved. In contrast to conditioning,
habituation (repeated presentation of a frequency without reinforcement) induces specific decreases in auditory cortical responses for
active afferent pathways (Condon and Weinberger,
1991). Therefore, some neural signal or process must determine whether the
functional efficacy of an active afferent will be increased or decreased. By invoking the postsynaptic response magnitude as this
critical signal, the Hebbian hypothesis accounts reasonably well
for these and other properties of RF plasticity in the ACx (Weinberger, 1995) (see also introductory remarks).
Rationale for the present methods.
There were several rationales for the specific treatment protocol
chosen here to test sufficiency of Hebbian induction mechanisms.
First, an in vivo preparation was used to activate cortical afferents
through normal channels using sensory stimulation. This allowed
direct assessment of tone-evoked responses and RFs. Control of
postsynaptic activity was achieved through juxtacellular
current
stimulation
and continuous
recording (response increases and
decreases; Fig. 2). The juxtacellular
method provided a direct
postsynaptic manipulation
that was highly localized to the recorded cell (Fig. 3), avoiding potential nonspecific effects that
could result from antidromic
(O’Brien
et al., 1977) or orthodromic (Ahissar et al., 1992) manipulations
of postsynaptic activity. Finally, a discrimination
design (i.e., differentially manipulat-
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Figure 8. Development
and maintenance
of the plasticity.
Figure 8 depicts all baseline and post CS+ versus CS index values (t-SE)
for the
seven cells that exhibited
significant
plasticity
immediately
after the second treatment.
C, E, and B represent
the same neurons as in Figures 5, 6,
and 7, respectively
(cell numbers‘shown).
For each neuron,
the three
individual
baseline blocks are displayed separately
to illustrate
their stability (gruy bars) and also are collapsed
into one block (black bars) for
comparison
with the post measurements
(white bars). Times of first and
second treatments
are indicated
by open and closed QYYOWS, respectively.
For cell 91-10, the individual
trial data immediately
after the second
treatment
were lost because of computer
failure (A), Immediately
after
the first treatment,
two cells had significant
increases (A, B), two had
nonsignificant
but measurable
increases (C, D), and three did not change
beyond the range seen in the baseline (E-G).
With one exception,
the
effect of the second treatment
was to increase the index, regardless of the
effect of the first treatment
(B-G).
Significant
plasticity was maintained
in
six of seven cells for 15 min (A-F) and in two of four cells that were “held”
for 30 min (B, F).

ing postsynaptic

responses

to two

different

frequencies)

was used

for two reasons. First, presenting approximately equal amounts of
excitatory and inhibitory current to any given neuron ensured that
these stimuli had approximately zero net effect on overall activity,
which is considered to be important
in models of covariance
plasticity (Bear et al., 1987). Second, the differential measure (the
index) was designed to control for possible spontaneous fluctuations in postsynaptic excitability that could introduce “noise” into
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measurements of plasticity (Fregnac et al., 1992). The index can
detect changes in the responses to the CS+ and CS- only if those
changes are different from one another in polarity or magnitude
(see Materials and Methods), indicating that it should be unaffected by general changes in postsynaptic excitability. This was
confirmed partially by results from the baseline period (all 38 cells
were stable, p > 0.05) (see also Baseline responses in Fig. 8).
Support
for the Hebbian
hypothesis
in the ACx:
imposed
change
in presynaptic-postsynaptic
covariance
is sufficient
to induce RF plasticity
During the covariance treatment, excitatory and inhibitory juxtacellular currents significantly controlled responses of the postsynaptic cells to the two different tones (Figs. 2, 5-7). After treatment, responses to frequencies paired with increased postsynaptic
activity (CS+) were strengthened
compared with frequencies
paired with decreased postsynaptic activity (CS-), as predicted by
the Hebbian hypothesis (Table 1; Figs. 5-9). The number of
treatment
trials had a strong effect on plasticity. In experiment
2,
only 11% of cells expressed significant plasticity after 60 trials,
whereas 32% expressed plasticity after 120 trials. The results of
experiment 2 alone do not indicate whether these differences were
attributable to the additional trials or to the additional lo-l.5 min
required to accomplish them (Fig. 1). However, in experiment 1
recordings were made for up to 1 hr after the initial 60 trials
without further treatment, and no increases in plasticity were seen
at later times (Fig. 4A). Therefore, we conclude that the increases
in plasticity
after
additional
treatment
were
attributable
to the
increased number of trials.
The question is raised whether the treatment trials exerted their
influence incrementally or in an all-or-none
manner. This question may be important for understanding
the functional relevance,
as well as the underlying cellular mechanisms, of this type of
plasticity. Results from several individual
neurons (Figs. 5, 7,
SB-0) and the group (Figs. 4A, 9A) showed detectable (but
usually nonsignificant)
plasticity after 60 trials, which increased
further after 120 trials, thus supporting the incremental hypothesis. Individual
data revealed further that the number of trials
required to induce statistically significant plasticity varied from
cell to cell (compare Fig. 8A,B with C-G). This raises the possibility that some of the “nonsignificant”
cells had the potential for
plasticity but simply required more than 120 trials to reach significance. If this were true, then some indication
of incremental
change would be expected for those cells. In support of this, a
majority of nonsignificant
response changes occurring after 120
trials (11115, 73%) were in the direction predicted by the Hebbian
hypothesis (Fig. 9B). This leads to the testable prediction
that
more cells would express significant plasticity if more trials were
added.
An important
issue relating to any newly described form of
plasticity is the duration of the changes. It is clear from individual
(Figs. 5-8) and group (Fig. 9) data that when significant plasticity
was induced, it lasted at least 1.5 min. Unfortunately,
only four
significant cells were “held” for 30 min after the 120 trial treatment because of mechanical instability during the long protocol
(>80 min). Of these, two of four maintained significant levels of
plasticity (Fig. 8). Although
this shows promise for long-term
effects, strong conclusions require a larger sample.
As illustrated in the individual examples (Figs. 5-7), support for
the Hebbian hypothesis was provided by increases in response to
the CS+, decreases to the CS-, or both. However, when the
population as a whole was examined, there was a clear prevalence
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Figure 9. Experiment 2 post-treatment
group results. A, Mean CS+ versus CS index values (?SE) for the baseline and each
of the post-treatment periods. Note the nonsignificant increases after the first and second treatments that is maintained through
15 min. Probabilities are results of paired t
tests (posts vs baseline, within cell). B, Postpairing change in CS+ and CS- for all neurons in each period. The y axis shows the
change in spike rate for the CS+ (each post
minus baseline). Thex axis shows the change
for the CS. Therefore, a given point represents the effect on the CS+ versus the CS
for a single neuron. Immediately after the
first treatment, approximately equal numbers of points were above and below the
diagonal, indicating no systematic change
across neurons. Immediately after and 15
min after the second treatment, most of the
points are located above the diagonal. This
indicates that after the second treatment,
most neurons had relative increases in favor
of CS+ compared with the CS- (both large
and small changes). Note that the relative
increases in the CS’ after the second treatment are attributable mainly to absolute decreases for the CS; most of the points have
CS- decreases, but there are approximately
equal numbers of increases and decreases
for the CS+. Post 2nd: CS+, 11 of 22 increases and 11 of 22 decreases; CS, 6 of 22
increases and 16 of 22 decreases. 15 min.
Post 2nd: CS+, 10 of 20 increases and 10 of
20 decreases; CS, 7 of 20 increases and 13
of 20 decreases.
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of CS- decreases (Fig. 9B). Such decreases suggest synaptic
depression, a form of plasticity that recently has come under
intense study in the neocortex (for review, see Artola and Singer,
1993; Bear and Malenka, 1994). However, because of limitations
of extracellular methods, it is not absolutely clear that decreases in
response to the CS- are the result of depression of CS synapses.
Extracellular
methods can reveal relative changes in synaptic
strength between two or more sets of afferents, as in the present
case and in the in viva experiments of Fregnac and coworkers (see
below). However, intracellular
recordings are required to determine absolute changes in synaptic strength (Fregnac et al., 1994).
Factors relating
to modifications
by the
covariance
treatment
In the in vivo neocortex, many factors could influence the effect a
treatment might have on a given cell. These factors include (1)
differences in the “state” of a cell’s immediate environment at the
time of treatment, (2) intrinsic properties of cells, and (3) unintended differences in treatments themselves. We reported three
such factors, one from each category (see below).
Cortical state
Perhaps the most important factor was cortical state at the time of
the treatment. Plasticity was significantly more likely when the
EEG was nonsynchronized
during treatment than when it was
synchronized (Fig. 10). Low-voltage, high-frequency EEG waves,
such as those that occur during nonsynchrony, have been associated with increases in excitability and with depolarization
of the
resting potential in neocortical neurons (Metherate
et al., 1992)
(for review, see Steriade et al., 1993). Therefore, a trivial potential
explanation for the present EEG findings might have been that
cells treated in the nonsynchronous
state were more excited and,

Post 2nd treatment

Spls
Post - Baseline:

(CS-)

therefore, had greater changes in covariance during treatment,
producing greater effects. However, this was not the case; there
were no differences in the magnitude of covariance treatment
strengths between the EEG groups. This implies that covariance
treatment levels that were insufficient to produce plasticity during
synchrony were sufficient to do so during nonsynchrony.
This apparent “gating” of plasticity by cortical state (or associated factors) is broadly consistent with the effects of “behavior” on
covariance plasticity observed in the ACx of awake monkeys.
Ahissar et al. (1992) demonstrated
that the cross-correlation
between two cells in the ACx could be modified by a covariance
treatment in which a spike in one cell (presynaptic cell) was
followed by a sound that either excited or inhibited the other cell
(postsynaptic cell). The modifications, which lasted 1-13 min after
the treatment, were in the direction predicted by the Hebbian
hypothesis. Moreover, they were gated by “behavior”
much as
plasticity in the present study was gated by cortical state. The
modifications
were significantly greater for a given covariance
treatment strength when the monkey attended to sounds [to
receive rewards (behavior)] than when it sat passively. The common gating phenomena suggest common underlying mechanisms.
In this respect, it is interesting that at least one cortically projecting neuromodulatory
system (the basal forebrain cholinergic system) exhibits high activity during both nonsynchronous EEG and
reinforced behaviors similar to those in Ahissar et al. (1992) (see
also Richardson
and DeLong, 1988). Neuromodulatory
gating
influences also have been proposed to account for differences in
plasticity found in vitro versus in vivo (Nowicky et al., 1992). For
example, in the motor cortex of awake animals, covariance treatments produce significant plasticity in 58% of recorded cells
(Baranyi et al., 1991). However, in the in vitro motor cortex, where
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of Each EEG Category

1. Desynchronized
Probability of Plasticity in
Layers IV & V vs. Other Layers
2. Synchronized

3. Transition
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B. Effect of EEG During Treatment on Plasticity
Synchronized

Nonsynchronized

Significant increase

2

5

No Significant Change
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4

x2 =

3.96,

df = 7, p < 0.05

Figure 10. The effect of cortical EEG state during treatment.
A, Representative examples of each EEG category.
All three were recorded
from
the same electrode,
located on the cortical surface of one animal, in which
the EEG exhibited
a transition
from a desynchronized
to a synchronized
state (single-ended
recordings,
bandpass
1-75 Hz, written
to polygraph).
The top record
(I) is a desynchronized
EEG,
dominated
by smallamplitude
(Cl00
pV), high-frequency
(>5 Hz) waves. The middle record
(2) is a synchronized
EEG, characterized
by large-amplitude
(>300 pV),
low-frequency
(l-5 Hz) waves. The bottom record (3) is a transition
state,
in which the EEG gradually
shift&d from a desynchronized
to a synchronized state. Shifts from synchronized
to desynchronized
states (data not
shown) also were categorized
as transitions.
The EEG recording
electrodes actually were placed contralateral
to the auditory
cortical loci from
which cellular
activities
were recorded
(see Materials
and Methods).
However,
based on pilot experiments,
we are reasonably
confident
that the
recorded
EEGs reflect, at least on the gross level examined
here, the
EEGs of the cortical regions from which cells were recorded.
See Livingstone and Hubel (1981) for repeated
examples showing that gross EEG is
very similar between regions of the neocortex
that are separated by several
centimeters-distances
greater than those involved
here. B, The x2 table
shows the probability
of plasticity
as a function
of the EEG state during
the treatment.
Desynchronized
and transition
states were combined
into a
single nonsynchronized
group and compared
with the fully synchronized
group. Recall that no significant
decreases in the index occurred
immediately after the second treatment.
Note the significantly
higher probability
of plasticity
in the nonsynchronized
compared
with the synchronized
group (p < 0.05; see Results).

the influences of subcortical neuromodulatory
moved, very similar treatments produce plasticity
recorded cells (Bindman et al., 1988).

inputs are rein only 14% of

Cortical depth
A second significant factor in this study was depth of the postsynaptic cell from the cortical surface. Cells with significant plasticity
were found clustered in the middle cortical depths (estimated
layer IV and upper layer V; see Fig. 11). This is in agreement with
locations where learning-induced
plasticity has been observed
(Bakin and Weinberger,
1990). However, it contrasts with other
studies of plasticity in the adult sensory neocortex that have found

Figure II.
Effect of cortical
depth on plasticity.
A, Depth versus effect;
each dot represents
the position
of a cell from the cortical surface, as
measured
from a microdrive
(right axis). The horizontal
broken
lines
indicate depths of laminar boundaries
estimated
from histological
analysis
in previous
experiments
(N. Weinberger
and J. Winer, unpublished
observations).
Filled dots represent
the seven cells with significant
increases
after 120 treatment
trials. Open dots represent
cells that did not show
significant
plasticity.
Notice that cells with significant
increases are con;
centrated
in the middle depths (layer IV and upper layer V). B, ,$ analysis
revealed that the middle cortical layers (IV and V), when considered
as a
group, had a significantly
greater probability
of plasticity
than other layers.
Furthermore,
layer IV (by itself) had a significantly
greater probability
of
plasticity
than the other layers (x ’ = 6.92, df = 1, p < 0.01; data not
shown).

greater incidence of plasticity outside the middle layers (Diamond
et al., 1994) (for a review of the laminar distribution of long-term
potentiation,
see Tsumoto, 1990). There is considerable heterogeneity among characteristics of cells in layers IV and V, including
morphology, physiology, and connectivity (see above). Therefore,
additional information is needed to determine the characteristics
of cells in these layers that caused them to be selectively susceptible to the covariance treatment.

Relative CS+ versusCS- separation
The third factor found to affect plasticity was the relative separation between the CS+ and CS- along the dimension of acoustic
frequency-the
narrower the separation, the lower the magnitude
of plasticity (Fig. 12). Differential plasticity requires that the CS+
and CS- tones activate distinct afferents. The greatest proportion
of distinct afferents would occur when the two frequencies were
most separate (explained in Results). Therefore, the relationship
between plasticity and separation was predicted
(see above).
These results lead to an additional
prediction that the overall
probability of significantplasticity would increase if the separation
could be increased across all cells.

Relation to previous studies of covariance-induced
plasticity in the neocortex
In vivo covariance-inducedRFplasticity
The present experiments are very similar to those of Shulz and
Fregnac (1992) and Fregnac et al. (1992), who determined the
effects of a differential covariance treatment in visual cortex using
visual stimuli for afferent activation and juxtacellular
current for
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adult (as well as in young) animals, despite the fact that the types
of RF plasticity they examined only can be induced by experience
during development. The similarities are exciting, because they
suggest common principles of plasticity among different neocortical sensory regions. However, there are differences between
regions that also could be important. For example, no effects of
cortical depth were observed in the visual cortical experiments.
Moreover, Fregnac et al. (1992) found the greatest magnitude of
plasticity in broadly tuned cells, whereas breadth of tuning had no
effect in our experiments (p > 0.05, t test, significant vs nonsignificant cells).
0

-.2
.2

p < 0.003
t

1
1

.6
Relative

I

I

1.4

1.8

Separation

(CS+

vs. CS-)

Figure 12. Effect of relative
separation
of the CS’ versus
ticity. The y axis represents
the magnitude
of the plasticity
after the second pairing. The x axis represents
the relative
the CS+ versus the CS, calculated
as:
Relative

separation

(CS

vs CS-)

=

frequency
bandwidth

I
2.2

CS on plasimmediately
separation
of

separation
(CS+ vs CS)
(at treatment
intensity)

Bandwidth
was obtained during the initial RF characterization
(see Fig. 1)
and calculated
as the distance
between
the low and high frequencies
eliciting responses that were 50% of the maximum
response. Frequency
separation
and bandwidth
were measured
in octaves. High values on the
x axis indicate
a relatively
large separation
of the CS+ and CS and,
therefore,
minimal
proportions
of afferents activated by both frequencies
(afferent
sharing).
Low values indicate
little separation
and, therefore,
greater
afferent
sharing.
Note the strong correlation
between
relative
separation
and plasticity
(r = 0.64, p < 0.003). The rationale
for dividing
by bandwidth,
rather than simply using the frequency separation,
was to
control
for variables
such as intensity.
At high intensities,
the range of
frequencies
capable of exciting a given afferent to ACx generally
would be
broader
than at low intensities,
so that the proportion
of afferents shared
by any given CS+ and CS would be larger at high than at low intensities.
Thus, frequency separation
alone tends to underestimate
the amount of
afferent sharing for high intensities
compared
with low intensities.
Fortunately, bandwidth
of the recorded
cell also would increase generally with
intensity
(in parallel
with the afferents).
This would decrease relative
separation
values for high intensities
(because of the increased denominator), increasing
the estimate of sharing and thereby controlling
for the
effects of intensity.
Bandwidth
was used as a normalization
factor rather
than intensity per se to control for other variables that also could decouple
the relationship
between
afferent
sharing and frequency
separation.
For
example,
although
efforts were made to keep depth of anesthesia
as
consistent
as possible, it may have varied slightly among cells and animals.
Urethane
produces
dose-dependent
increases in thresholds
for acoustic
responses in the cochlea (Pickles, 1984). Presumably,
this effect is relayed
to auditory
forebrain
neurons,
causing decreases
in the proportion
of
afferents
shared by a given CS+ and CS.
Thus, frequency
separation
alone would overestimate
the amount of sharing for cells recorded
under
very deep anesthesia
versus moderate
anesthesia,
even at a constant
intensity.
However,
bandwidths
of the recorded
cell also would tend to
decrease with deeper levels of anesthesia. As a result, relative separation
values would increase, decreasing
the estimate of sharing, thus controlling
for depth of anesthesia.
postsynaptic
control. Using the same relative measure as in the
present experiment (i.e., the index), they also found that approximately one-third of recorded cells expressed significant plasticity
in the direction predicted by the Hebbian hypothesis, whereas
6%
changed in the nonpredicted
direction.
Similarities
extended beyond the main effects. For example, Fregnac et al.
(1992) also observed the greatest plasticity when the two afferent
stimuli were most separated. Moreover, they observed plasticity in

Synaptic plasticity
The relative CS+ versus CS- increases in the present findings are
consistent with (and potentially could be caused by) three different types of synaptic plasticity: (1) homosynaptic potentiation
of
CS+ synapses; (2) homosynaptic depression of CS synapses; and
(3) heterosynaptic
depression of CS synapses. Hornosynaptic
potentiation has been documented widely in the adult neocortex,
including the ACx (Kudoh and Shibuki, 1994) (for review, see
Tsumoto, 1990; Bear and Kirkwood,
1993). In most areas tested
so far, it can be induced by a protocol that is analogous with the
CS+ portion of the present protocol [i.e., pairing low-frequency
afferent stimulation with strong postsynaptic activity (Baranyi and
Feher, 1981; Bindman et al., 1988; Kossel et al., 1990; Hirsch and
Gilbert, 1993; Fregnac et al., 1994; Kirkwood
and Bear, 1994a;
Yoshimura and Tsumoto, 1994)], supporting the idea that homosynaptic potentiation
could underlie some of the present results.
Homosyaaptic depression in the adult neocortex also has been
reported by a number of groups (Artola et al., 1990; Yoshimura et
al., 1991; Kirkwood and Bear, 1994b), but the potential relationship with the present results is tenuous. These depression protocols appear to require that postsynaptic responses (to a&rent
input) be more depolarized
than during normal synaptic transmission. However, in the present protocol it appears that negative
current caused the postsynaptic responses (to CS afferents) to be
more hyperpolarized
than during normal transmission, as indicated by the following rationale. First, spike responses to the CS
tone were reduced strongly during treatment for all cells (Fig. 2).
Second, robust rebound spike bursts were seen consistently for
some cells after offset of negative current (n = 3; data not shown
previously). There were no such responses to tone offset for these
cells when the tones were presented alone, indicating that the
negative juxtacellular
current was responsible for the rebound
excitation and suggesting that the negative current caused intracellular hyperpolarization.
To our knowledge, the only neocortical
demonstration
of homosynaptic depression that is directly analogous with the present CS protocol (i.e., pairing afferent activity
with postsynaptic hyperpolarization)
is by Fregnac et al. (1994)
who observed that depression was short-lived (for a potentially
related protocol, see Kato, 1993).
Finally, heterosynaptic depression, induced by strong postsynaptic depolarization
in the absence of synaptic activity (analogous
with the condition of the inactive CS synapses during the CS’
portion of the present protocol), has been investigated sparsely in
the neocortex. This is despite the fact that it has been investigated
widely in the hippocampus (Lynch et al., 1977; Levy and Steward,
1979; Abraham and Goddard, 1983; Bradler and Barrionuevo,
1990; Pockett et al., 1990; Christie and Abraham, 1992; Debanne
et al., 1994) and that the original theoretical formulations
of
Hebbian processes in neocortical
RF plasticity involved heterosynaptic depression exclusively (Stent, 1973). Results of the
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explicit tests that do exist have been somewhat variable. For
example, Fregnac et al. (1994) observed that responses to afferent
inputs that were inactive during strong postsynaptic activity became functionally depressed, but only for a short time (generally
cl5 min). On the other hand, Sil’kis et al. (1994) and Volgushev
et al. (1994) found long-lasting effects (generally >30 min). Furthermore, Volgushev et al. (1994) found that strong postsynaptic
depolarization
in the absence of synaptic activity actually caused
heterosynaptic potentiation
more often than depression. It will be
important in future experiments to determine which, if any, of the
three types of synaptic plasticity described above is involved in the
kind of covariance plasticity observed in the present results.
Functional
implications
Traditionally,
the primary sensory neocortex has been thought to
be relatively static in the adult, in contrast to its highly dynamic
state during development. However, under specific circumstances,
plasticity can be induced in the adult sensory neocortex (see
above). For example, it has been known for more than 40 years
that physiological
properties
of the adult auditory cortex are
modified by learning (for review, see Weinberger and Diamond,
1987). The previously obscure relationship
of these learning effects with the larger sphere of literature of sensory physiology now
is being clarified through studies of metabolic activity, representational maps, and RFs (Merzenich
et al., 1990; Scheich, 1991;
Gonzalez-Lima,
1992). These studies have revealed that learning
increases representation
of behaviorally important sounds relative
to other acoustic stimuli (for review, see Weinberger,
1993).
Despite the progress made in characterizing
these phenomena,
the mechanisms by which adult learning induces these modifications remain unclear. The present findings address this issue by
demonstrating
that covariance manipulations
(in the absence of
behavioral learning) are suficient to induce RF plasticity in the
ACx, thus providing support for Hebbian induction mechanisms.
An additional logical test would be to determine whether Hebbian
mechanisms are necessary for learning-induced
plasticity. This
could be accomplished by interfering, pharmacologically
or electrically, with covariance (between postsynaptic cortical cells and
their presynaptic afferents) during auditory learning, as was done
previously for other forms of plasticity (Carew et al., 1984; Malinow and Miller, 1986; Reiter and Stryker, 1988; Bear et al., 1990;
Schlaggar et al., 1993). Demonstrating
necessity, combined with
the present demonstration
of sufficiency, would strengthen greatly
the hypothesis that Hebbian mechanisms are involved in the
induction of learning-induced
RF plasticity in the ACx. It also
would support a recent model of ACx plasticity that involves such
mechanisms critically (Weinberger
et al., 1990).
It is noteworthy that Hebbian mechanisms very similar to those
found here to be sufficient for inducing plasticity in adult ACx
previously have received broad support for developmental plasticity in the visual cortex (for review, see Rauschecker, 1991). This
suggests the involvement of common processes in the induction of
adult and developing sensory cortical plasticity. However, many
forms of experience-induced
cortical plasticity observed in development do not continue into adulthood (Belford and Killackey,
1980; Sherman and Spear, 1982) (see also Crair and Malenka,
1995). This apparent contradiction
may be resolved partly by
considering
the present gating effects of cortical state. These
results suggest that covariance processes are relatively ineffective
in producing plasticity in the adult ACx, except under specific
circumstances, one of these being a nonsynchronous
cortical state
(i.e., relatively low-voltage, high-frequency EEG activity). It prob-
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ably is not coincidental
that one of the rare forms of experience
consistently reported to induce plasticity in adult sensory cortexlearning-is
characterized
by similar EEG activity (John, 1961;
Morrell,
1961). Understanding
the mechanisms by which staterelated factors might gate covariance plasticity will be both interesting and challenging.
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